
Castles, Coast & Creative 
Expression 

Residential Workshop
With Andrew S Gray | 6th – 13th May 2022 | 

Northumberland
£985 per person (luxury twin)

Or
£1285 (luxury single occupancy)



This truly unique weeklong residential workshop seeks to take the photographer on a journey into 
developing not only a deeper connection to and understanding of the landscape but more importantly 
developing a deeper understanding of their own photographic practice through a process of immersion, 
reflection, refinement and creative expression.

Over the course of a week we will  explore some iconic and some lesser known locations around 
Northumberland with an eye on imparting our personal vision on what we photograph. We will seek to 
uncover the essence of the places we are photographing and reflect on and ask questions of ourselves 
about how we might truly tell a visual story with a deeper narrative.

Our focus will be two-fold; around exploring the camera as paint brush and how we can use this to explore 
expressive impressions of the landscape that inspires us and exploring how we can develop a deeper 
narrative through the building of visual stories through series or a project approach to our work.

As means to explore the photographer's own practice and develop a reflective approach to our work in the 
afternoon or evenings we’ll be spending time deconstructing our work, sharing our thought processes and 
personal reflections and challenging ourselves to consider how our approach and photographer might 
develop daily. We will explore the artistry of using the camera as a paint brush both from the in-landscape 
camera movements and technicalities as well as extensively exploring how we can shape and refine our 
vision through the post processing techniques to further enhance our creative output.

We will draw on the extensive creative flair of Andy and Rob’s deep experience of developing longitudinal 
project-based ideas as a means of telling compelling visual stories. The combination of these two 
approaches will create a unique toolkit for attendees to take on and continue their development long into 
the future.

Castles, Coast & Creative Expression: 
Developing personal creative vision, 
narrative and visual story telling.

With Rob Knight & Andrew S Gray



We are confident that across the week the way you as a photographer and creative understand your work and 
what you are photographing will develop markedly. Our aim across the week is to challenge everyone to step 
beyond their comfort zones and we are confident across the week we will all ask more questions than the answers 
that we gain. 

Working both creatively and classically we’ll be building towards a story, narrative or series as we look to develop 
visual and notional links across our work to be able to produce a compelling body which you may wish to develop 
further in something like the photobook format.

We’ll be delivering a number of group discussions lead by Rob & Andy around certain key themes and theories, 
this is designed to develop ideas and knowledge rather than the wholly didactic lecture approach which as 
research shows is not always an effective learning model.

You will leave this workshop with a much deeper appreciation of who you are photographically, and we see this as 
the start of a longer journey where you will want to explore many of the threads and unanswered questions on 
your personal creative journey.

The residential is for any photographer, artist, writer or creative who wants dig deeper and immerse themselves in 
a more personal approach to their work and truly develop a deeper appreciation of working in a longer project-
based format and exploring the camera as a creative tool to further develop your own personal expression. We 
feel this can be taken forward as a ‘toolkit’ as you explore the rest of your personal creative journey over many 
years.



Rob Knight

Rob is a professional outdoor / landscape photographer, photographic and 
creative educator, accredited Adobe Education Trainer, speaker and mentor. 
He specialises in exploring the landscape including, importantly human 
interaction with and shaping of the landscape to explore visual storytelling 
and find great inspiration from working in projects both short and long term.

Rob is passionate about black & white photography but also explores colour 
when it suits the image or project. He loves to explore themes and personal 
interpretations / notions of self, place, space and journeys within the 
landscape which is very much an experiential response to his education as a 
Geographer.

Rob co-curates and co-organises the renowned #Connected exhibition which 
has now been running for over thirteen years. He has exhibited his work 
widely including at the world-renowned Joe Cornish Gallery and the Patchings 
Art Centre. 

Rob has produced and published three books including the #DarkVisions
exhibition book and his latest ‘Life’s an Ocean’ creative project developing a 
deep connection to and inspiration from music.

Rob’s current work includes an ‘open project’ called ‘Washlands’ where he is 
actively sharing the full photographic project process from ideation through 
to final output online via his web site blog and YouTube channel across the 
course of 2020 / 2021. His ethos is for collaboration and helping others 
develop their practice.



Andy Gray

I’m a image maker based in a small rural Northumbrian village only two fields away from the family farm I 
grew up on.
With Northumberland as a home its iconic but subtle landscapes, coastline and nature in general have 
shaped my vision from an early age and continues to inspire me – though the thought of the challenge of a 
change of scene does appeal now and again.

A long-time self-confessed nerd, I’m most comfortable not just out in the countryside or on the beach with 
a camera but also shut away in front of a computer for hours on end making images from the data our 
digital cameras produce. I’ve never been afraid of carrying out seemingly excessive alteration to my 
captured images, which has probably been a large factor in the way my individual style of intentional 
camera movement photography has developed over the years. 

While in the past I always enjoyed having a camera in my hand making traditional landscape images of the 
local iconic views and more intimate landscape scenes, after a spell of loving making minimalist long 
exposures, usually monochromatic, I stumbled (literally) on intentional camera movement.

It wasn’t long after this trip that I first saw the work of Valda Bailey who was just a short amount of time 
into developing her multiple exposure style, and I was captivated. I loved it, but hadn’t seen anything like 
it before, using a camera at any rate. So began my journey which has ended up with me all but 
abandoning the “reality” of photography and instead I use the old English master painters of the 19th 
century, along with the later impressionists as my inspiration to create the work I currently do. A huge 
influence and someone I actively try and mimic in form and colour scheme is the 19th Century English 
master, JMW Turner.

After years of trying to find a niche, I have now found it and am comfortable enough in it to begin 
dispelling my knowledge and thoughts to others. As part of my move into creating video content I host a 
weekly YouTube live stream “Tuesday Night Edits” where I edit my work live, I also now offer 1-2-1 tuition 
and will soon be developing group workshops.

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLg7w6n9G7TUsagGlvNuyo--NoaZQvxCiw


Northumberland: 
A Brief History

Northumberland, England's northernmost county, is a land 
where Roman occupiers once guarded a walled frontier, Anglian 
invaders fought with Celtic natives, and Norman lords built
castles to suppress rebellion and defend a contested border 
with Scotland. The present-day county is a vestige of an 
independent kingdom that once stretched from Edinburgh to 
the Humber, hence its name, meaning literally 'north of the 
Humber'. Reflecting its tumultuous past, Northumberland has 
more castles than any other county, and the greatest number of 
recognised battle sites. Once an economically important region 
that supplied much of the coal that powered the industrial 
revolution, Northumberland is now a primarily rural county 
with a small and gradually shrinking population.



From the Norman Conquest until the union of England and Scotland 
under James I and VI, Northumberland was the scene of perpetual 
inroads and devastations by the Scots. Norham, Alnwick and Wark were 
captured by David I of Scotland in the wars of Stephen's reign. In 1174, 
during his invasion of Northumbria, William I of Scotland, also known as 
William the Lion, was captured by a party of about four hundred 
mounted knights, led by Ranulf de Glanvill. This incident became known 
as the Battle of Alnwick. In 1295, Robert de Ros and the earls of Athol 
and Menteith ravaged Redesdale, Coquetdale and Tynedale. In 1314 the 
county was ravaged by king Robert Bruce. And so dire was the Scottish 
threat in 1382, that by special enactment the earl of Northumberland 
was ordered to remain on his estates to protect the border. In 1388, 
Henry Percy was taken prisoner and 1500 of his men slain at the battle of 
Otterburn, immortalised in the ballad of Chevy Chase. 

Alnwick, Bamburgh and Dunstanburgh were garrisoned for the 
Lancastrian cause in 1462, but after the Yorkist victories of Hexham and 
Hedgley Moor in 1464, Alnwick and Dunstanburgh surrendered, and 
Bamburgh was taken by storm. 

In September 1513, King James IV of Scotland was killed at the Battle of 
Flodden on Branxton Moor. 

Roman Catholic support in Northumberland for Mary, Queen of Scots, 
led to the Rising of the North in 1569. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_I_of_England
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Norham
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alnwick
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wark_on_Tweed
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_I_of_Scotland
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stephen_of_England
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_I_of_Scotland
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ranulf_de_Glanvill
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Alnwick_(1174)
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Robert_de_Ros_(Athol)&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Redesdale
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coquetdale
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tynedale
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_I_of_Scotland
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henry_Hotspur_Percy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Otterburn
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ballad_of_Chevy_Chase
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dunstanburgh_Castle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Hexham
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Hedgeley_Moor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_IV_of_Scotland
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Flodden
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Branxton,_Northumberland
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mary,_Queen_of_Scots
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rising_of_the_North


From the tempestuous history of battles, border raids and fortified 
castles Northumberland has also been a unique inspiration for artists 
throughout time. 

From the work of L.S. Lowry through to the famous pitmen painters of 
the Northumberland coalfields the area has been canvas for creation and 
inspiration. 

Importantly JMW Turner worked extensively and took inspiration form 
many of the historic landmarks of Northumberland both for his painting 
and for his prolific sketches. Many of these works can be seen held in 
collections at the esteemed Victoria & Albert Museum and the Tate in 
London.

Andy Gray makes no secret of his inspiration taken from the work of 
Turner and we’ll be in great company to explore both the historic artistic 
sites of Northumberland and Andy’s inspirational talent for painting with 
light as he weaves his Turneresque magic with the camera. 

As well as exploring the inspiration artists such as Turner can be to our 
photography we’ll also be looking at and discussing the work of artists, 
poets and musicians inspired by Northumberland to help develop our 
individual reflections on how we take inspiration from this beautiful 
landscape.



Northumberland: 
Photographic Opportunities

Our areas of focus will be based within easy travelling distance of our base at the Beautiful Middleton Hall near 
Belford. We will be exploring coastal seascapes with soft rolling dunes, crashing waves and textured rock 
formations as well as some of the many inland landscapes and castles that dominate the county of 
Northumberland.

We’ll have easy access to Seahouses, Bamburgh, Craster, Dunstanburgh, Embleton, Holy Island, Alnwick, Norham
Castle and Harbottle. Andy has extensive knowledge of the area and how he’s used it to take inspiration and 
create his painterly master pieces.

We’ll be learning to interpret the place we visit using the camera both traditionally and as a paint brush but 
importantly looking to impart our own personal interpretations using these locations, the history and heritage of 
the area as our guiding inspiration.

Our second major focus for the week is to look at how we can start to develop our image portfolio around a 
narrative and series. Whether we explore extensively the creative painterly side…. Traditional landscape or a 
mixture of the both we will look at developing a project based approach across the week and weaving into our 
vision the history and heritage to shape a collection of images that explore and tell a story of this amazing area…. 
Our own personal story.

Alongside the photograph making we will spend parts of the day / evening sharing, discussing, reflecting on and 
sequencing our work as we build a mini portfolio across the creative week. Rob has extensive knowledge of 
sequencing and exploring project / series through photography both through his own practice and in working 
with Master Photographer John Blakemore on their renowned ‘Constellations’ residential creative retreat.



Rob is an Accredited Adobe Education Trainer and experienced fine art printer through his personal work and in developing 
the renowned #Connected Exhibition over the last thirteen years. Andy also has extensive knowledge and experience of 
printing his challenging colour work in preparation for clients and exhibition.

There will be plenty of opportunity across the week for group Adobe, Nik and Capture One tutorial sessions and we will also 
take the opportunity to print our work across the week for both sequencing sessions and final portfolio. The print side of 
the workshop is supported by Fotospeed and we will be working exclusively with a variety of Fotospeed papers. Rob will 
work with participants to look at the characteristics of papers, paper choice based on our images, editing and refining 
images for specific papers and crafting the perfect print of our creative works across the week.

We will also have access to a selection of Lee Filters during the week through their support of our workshops. This will allow 
participants the chance to experience these filters should they not use them and make informed decisions on how these 
may benefit their workflow moving forward.

Evening discussions will be group based and facilitated as we look at some of the underpinning reflections across the week 
as well as explore some key themes and concepts in photography that we can utilize to develop creatively. Ahead of the 
week we’ll provide a short reading list and pre workshop materials to allow participants to arrive ready to take an active 
part in the week's activities. None of the evening sessions will be delivered in didactic lecture format as research shows this 
not the most effective dynamic for learning and development. Instead it will be co-facilitated discussion allowing us a group 
to develop and share our knowledge and openly develop our existing knowledge through the experience of our tutors and 
fellow participants.

The extensive games room will be developed into a large screen training room with full access to a large format Epson 
printer and Fotospeed papers for the workshop. Guests will also receive a 20% discount on paper purchases with the team 
at Fotospeed.

Travel across the week will be provided once on the workshop to ensure we are all arriving as a group and having a lesser 
impact on the environment as we possibly can when travelling for our photography.



Our base @ Middleton Hall near Belford



ACCOMMODATION IN 
HISTORIC LUXURY HALL 

/ LODGE

HOME COOKED MEALS 
(EXCLUDING LIGHT 

LUNCH)  

ALL TUITION INCLUDING 
EVENING IMAGE 

REVIEW SESSIONS, 
REFLECTIVE PRACTICE 

AND WRITING

1TO1 SESSIONS

PRINTING & 
SEQUENCING OF YOUR 

WORK ON THE 
RESIDENTIAL

GROUP TRAVEL 
FACILITATED DURING 

THE WORKSHOP

FULL GUIDED 
KNOWLEDGE OF THE 

AREA INCLUDING 
ICONIC AND LESSER-

KNOWN 
PHOTOGRAPHIC AREAS

FULLY INSURED PUBLIC 
LIABILITY & 

PROFESSIONAL 
INDEMNITY

FULLY ACCREDITED 
ADOBE EDUCATION 

TRAINER

PRINT & PAPERS 
SUPPORTED BY 

FOTOSPEED

FILTERS BY LEE FILTERS









Equipment Check List

• Camera gear including spare batteries, chargers, memory cards etc.

• All chargers and backup devices for mobile phones etc.

• Stationary….. We will be using scrap / notebooks to reflect, collect and shape our thoughts 
across the week.

• Please bring a set of end prints (6x4 Asda glossies is fine) of a series or project you have 
been working on for discussion and sequencing at the start of the week before we generate 
working images from the area.

• Please bring a box / Tupperware style container as we will be collecting found objects as 
part of our photographic studies that may inspire or inform our thinking.

• Sturdy footwear, warm and waterproof cloths, wellies and hats / gloves.

• Towels are included but we always advise guests to bring a large bath sheet if they prefer 
these.

• There are washing machine facilities in the house, should anyone wish to wash wet cloths if 
there was any heavy rain.

• Evening meals are home cooked, breakfast will be either cooked or cereal, yoghurt, fruit 
option. We will provide all tea / coffee milk etc. but should anyone have any very specialist 
food requirements for snacks etc. please bring some along.

• We’ll return for light snacks and salads etc. at lunch to break up our day and allow for a rest. 
These are the only meals not included and if folk would like to stay out and eat at a local 
café over lunch rather than return to the house that is fine.



• Pre & Post Workshop Materials Provided

• A reading list of selected text that will form the basis for some of our discussions across the week.

• Video material of pre workshop discussion content to provide context and background to some of the theory.

• A questionnaire to understand your photographic journey / background to help us develop the individual aspects of the week.

• Discussion notes and selected follow up texts.

• A full individual one to one summary document to look at your work for the week and strategies to take forward.

• On going support via e-mail or phone in follow up to the workshop.

• A follow up ‘mini project’ reflective session, either face to face or Skype to consider how you are shaping the work you made and using this to feed into your development.



PRICE £1285
SINGLE ROOM OCCUPANCY

ALL TUITION – 2 TUTORS
1TO1 SESSIONS

MEALS (EX LUNCH)
TRANSPORT ON WORKSHOP

DEPOSIT OF £300 TO SECURE 
PLACE DUE ON BOOKING

DATES:6TH – 13TH MAY 2022
*COVID RESCHEDULED FROM 

2020 & 2021*

6 FULL DAYS, 7 NIGHTS
(ARRIVAL: 6PM FRI 6TH – 8PM 

WELCOME DINNER
DEPARTURE: 10AM FRI 13TH)

TRANSPORT ON THE 
WORKSHOP FACILITATED

Learning@rkphotographic.com | www.rkphotographic.com

To Book: E-Mail

mailto:Learning@rkphotographic.com
http://www.rkphotographic.com/
mailto:%20learning@rkphotographic.com
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